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Abstract—In order to process structured data we use the tool Hadoop. To make querying and analyzing easy it is put on top of big data. Execution speed of queries is enhanced by hadoop MapReduce framework. Many opportunities can arise for distribution search and/ or computation tasks during simultaneous execution of multiple queries. Therefore, we propose to use Multiple Query Optimization (MQO) techniques to enhance the overall performance of Hadoop/Hive, an open source SQL-based distributed data warehouse system based on MapReduce. Our framework, transforms a set of interrelated HiveQL queries into new global queries that can produce the same results in remarkably smaller total execution times. It is experimentally shown that DistributedHive outperforms the conventional Hive by 20-50% reduction, depending on the number of queries and percentage of shared tasks, in the total execution time of correlated TPC-H queries.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Processing large-scale data in the amounts of hundreds of terabytes is a very difficult task. Solving the problems associated with high volume data requires can be achieved by dividing the data and work to many computers that will all work together in parallel to complete the task in a reasonable time. Map-Reduce [6] and Hadoop [1] have gained popularity in Parallel dataflow systems. These systems are extensively used for analytics and data warehousing, either directly or through the use of a high-level query language that is compiled down to a parallel dataflow graph for execution [1, 7].

Data warehousing is accompanied with batch oriented query workload that is relatively static. While ad-hoc queries must also be processed, much of the system’s activity can be predicted in advance. Non-interactive nature of applications of data warehouses provides considerable freedom to reorder and optimize queries to improve overall performance.

The current parallel dataflow systems do not take advantage of these opportunities.

Since Map-Reduce operations are expressed as user-defined functions therefore Hadoop performs no global analysis or optimization. Instead, a single Hadoop job is divided into smaller chunks of work called tasks, and each worker node is assigned one or more tasks and after the accomplishment of a particular task, another task is assigned by the Hadoop to execute, using some simple heuristics that try to place computations close to their input data. However, no global analysis is performed to share work between similar jobs and to attempt to collocate data and computation, so as to predict the optimal schedule for jobs and tasks.

If we use Hive or Pig as a declarative query language for the execution platform of Map-Reduce there are more opportunities for optimization [8]. Only simple, conservative optimizations is deployed by the Current systems: for example, Pig can push distributive or algebraic aggregate evaluation beneath joins [9], and Hive applies projection and selection pushdown [4].

When users want to benefit from both MapReduce and SQL interface, then Mapping SQL statements to MapReduce tasks can become a very difficult job [9]. Hive is used to translate queries to MapReduce jobs, thereby exploiting the scalability of Hadoop, while presenting a familiar SQL abstraction [10]. These characteristics of Hive make it a suitable tool for data warehouse applications where data is not updated frequently, large scale data is analyzed, fast response times are not required [4].

The barrier of moving the applications to Hadoop is lowered by Hive which helps people who already know SQL to use Hive easily as most data warehouse applications are implemented using SQL based RDBMSs. Similarly, Hive makes it easier for developers to port SQL-based applications to Hadoop. Since Hive processes each query independently and is based on query-at-a-time model, issuing multiple queries in close time interval decreases performance of Hive due to its execution model. From this perspective, it is important that there has not been any study that incorporates the Multiple-query optimization (MQO) technique [10, 11] for Hive to reduce the total execution time of the queries.
II. RELATED WORKS

The concept of multiple query optimization (MQO) problem was introduced in 1980s and finding an optimal global query plan by using MQO was shown to be an NP-Hard problem [15]. A large number of work was done RDBMS since then. [21]. The problem of identifying common subexpressions is an NP-hard problem [15]. Therefore, Jark indicates that multirelation subexpressions can only be addressed heuristically [15]. The improvement of ad hoc query by comparing an incoming query with materialized results was shown by Finkel (intermediate results and final answer) produced from earlier queries. He deals only with equivalent expressions. Jark discusses the common subexpression isolation in relational algebra, domain relational calculus, and tuple relational calculus. Chakravarthy and Minker identify the equivalence and subsumption of two expressions at the logical level, using heuristics [13]. An an/or graph is used to represent queries and detect subsumption by comparing each pair of operator nodes from distinct queries by Rosenthal and Chakravarthy [11]. Another issue in MQP is that the multigraph is proposed for representing multiple Select-Project-Join type queries in [13]. This multigraph can facilitate query processing by using Ingres’ instantiation and substitution [13]. 8 In [14], the multigraph was modified for representing the initial state of multiple queries.

CPU utilization, memory usage, and I/O load variables in a study during planning multiple queries to determine the degree of intra-operator parallelism in parallel databases to minimize the total execution time of declustered join methods which was illustrated by DeWitt [13]. A proxy-based infrastructure for handling data intensive applications is proposed by Beynon [14]. This infrastructure was not as scalable as a collection of distributed cache servers available at multiple back-ends. Chen et al. considered the network layer of a data integration system and reduced the communication costs by a multiple query reconstruction algorithm [16]. In recent years, a significant amount of research and commercial activity has focused on integrating MapReduce and structured databases technologies. Mainly there are two approaches: Either adding MapReduce features to parallel database or adding databases technology to MapReduce. The second approach is more attractive because there exists no widely available open source parallel database system whereas MapReduce is available as an open source project. Furthermore, MapReduce is accompanied by a plethora of free tools as well as cluster availability and support.

Hive [5]. Pig [5], and HadoopDB are the projects that provide SQL abstractions (SQL-to-MapReduce translators) on top of MapReduce platform to familiarize the programmers with complex queries. Recently, there are interesting studies to apply MQO to MapReduce frameworks for unstructured data. In spite of some initial MQO studies to reduce the execution time of MapReduce-based single queries, to the best of our knowledge there is no study like ours that is related to optimize the execution time of multi-queries on SQL-to-MapReduce translator tools.

III. HIVE

Hive, an open source SQL-based distributed warehouse system is proposed to solve problems mentioned above by providing SQL like abstraction on top of Hadoop framework. Hive is a SQL-to-MapReduce translator and has an SQL dialect, HiveQL, for querying data stored in a cluster. Hive can store any file system although HDFS is by far the most common. Hive doesn’t generate Java MapReduce programs when MapReduce jobs are required. Generic modules function like mini language interpreters and the "language" to drive the computation is encoded in XML. Hive Query Language (HQL) is based on SQL, and there are many of the familiar constructs such as "SHOW", "DESCRIBE", "SELECT", "USE" and "JOIN". Similar to an RDBMS in Hive there are "Databases" that contain one or more "Tables" that contain some data defined by a "Schema".

Figure 1: Hive Architecture.
A. HiveQL

HiveQL is a query language similar to SQL which is used to organize and query the data stored in Hive. It is possible to CREATE & DROP tables and partitions, split a table into multiple parts by HiveQL. UPDATE and DELETE functionalities are not yet supported. The most important functionalities that are supported through the SELECT statements in HiveQL are

- the possibility to join tables on a common key,
- to filter data using row selection techniques
- and to project columns.

The relational functionality provided to user is same as that provided in this. A typical SELECT statement is as follows:

```
SELECT o_orderkey, o_custkey, c_custkey
FROM customer c
JOIN orders o
ON c.c_custkey = o.o_custkey
JOIN lineitem l
ON o.o_orderkey = l.l_orderkey;
```

The above query depicts join between table customer, order and line item. Hive also supports the execution of multiple HiveQL statements during one operation, parallelizing as many tasks as possible.

IV. DISTRIBUTED-HIVE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

In this Chapter, we give brief information about architecture of DistributedHive which is the modified version of Hadoop Hive with new MQO component as shown in Figure 2. Inputs to compiler-optimizer-executer are pre-processed by a Multiple Query Optimizer component which examines incoming queries and produces a single HiveQL command to execute a group of correlated queries. Once a HiveQL statement is submitted, it is maintained by Driver which controls the execution of tasks to answer the query.

A. Query Processing for Multiple Query Optimization

Hive Queries are submitted through the Command Line Interface (CLI) or the Web User Interface. In the architecture we proposed, Before going to driver component MQO component receives the incoming queries. The set of the incoming queries are inspected, their common tasks (redundant join processes) are detected, and merged with a global HiveQL query that answers all the incoming queries. The driver component passes the global query to the Hive compiler that produces a logical plan using information in Metastore and optimize this plan using a single rule-based optimizer.

The execution engine receives a directed acyclic graph of MapReduce tasks and associated HDFS tasks and executes it in accordance with the dependencies of the tasks.

B. The DistributedHive Layer

DistributedHive is a layer before Hive "query optimizer". It takes multiple Hive queries and builds their execution plan by using Hive "query parser". This parser generates query plan in a tree structure. Then DistributedHive sends multiple query plans from multiple Hive queries to DistributedHive "optimization" layer. DistributedHive "optimization" layer is a plug-in based layer. New optimization rules can be added as new plug-in to this layer and they are used for optimization of queries. After "optimization" layer processed query plans, there are global query plans less than original query plans. Suppose there are "m" original query plans, there will be "n" global query plans after optimization with "n <= m" condition. Unfortunately, Hive doesn't support executing multiple queries at same time. For this reason, all optimized global queries are executed as sequential. For executing an optimized global query, its query plan is sent to Hive's "semantic analyzer" sub-layer of "compiler" layer directly by bypassing "parser" sub-layer.

Figure 2: DistributedHive, Hadoop system architecture with MQO support.
V. MULTIPLE-QUERY OPTIMIZATION ON HIVEQL

To evaluate how DistributedHive affects performance, we performed an experiment comparing a hand-optimized parallel schedule with a sequential schedule. We selected 6 queries from TPC-H (queries 1, 3, 6, 14, 19, 18), and arranged them into 3 groups. Within a group, queries were run in sequential; we then compared the performance of running groups in sequence or in parallel. We run the serial and parallel schedules, and report the total runtime for both variants in Table 1.

DistributedHive yields approx 50% performance improvement for this test case. This is because parallel scheduling increases the utilization of the cluster: the sequential schedule leaves resources idle because the Hadoop job scheduler can only choose to schedule jobs from a single currently-executing query. However, the magnitude of the performance advantage offered by DistributedHive is remarkable, and suggests that single-user environments should consider using parallel scheduling when possible.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this study, we proposed a multiple query optimization (MQO) based framework, DistributedHive, to improve the performance of conventional Hadoop Hive. In DistributedHive, we detected and categorized sets of correlated HiveQL queries and merged them into optimized HiveQL statements to run on Hadoop. With this approach, we showed that significant performance improvements can be achieved.

In this thesis, it is possible to process only those queries that have exactly the same datasources, not partially similar datasources. If we can detect similar common tasks (such as similar FROM statements), we can merge and optimize more TPC-H queries, increasing the potential benefits that can be achieved by DistributedHive. As future work, first we plan to work on detecting correlated queries having similar data sources (FROM statements) which need not match exactly and merging them into optimized global queries.
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